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Software which have to be used to prepare manuscripts and exchange data: 

1. Manuscript text: TeX or LaTeX (see comments below)

2. Plotting: Igor Pro and xmgrace. These programs are used to plot data and prepare initial 

version of the figure; then every figure is exported as a .pdf file for further work. For the Igor 
Pro license, please contact Elena Voloshina


3. Prepared plots as .pdf files are used in Adobe Illustrator for the preparation of the final version 
of the figure


Further details are given below.


Text: 

1) All manuscripts are prepared in TeX or LaTeX. (MS Word is only used for short documents: 
Maximum 4 pages, with maximum 10 references).


2) Before preparing the "final" version of the manuscript, discuss the target journal and use the 
template provided by the journal.


3) Bibliography: Use the style required by the journal. Check that all the references are displayed 
correctly (journals are properly abbreviated, the authors' names spelled correctly, volumes, pages 
and all other related info are correct).


4) Before writing, please think: what is the main message of your manuscript, which information is 
new and what is well-known and use it only as background information. The answer will help you 
to distribute the data between the main text and the supplementary information. 


When writing, do not jump from one topic/property to another one. The information has to be 
given in a logical order. All sentences have to be complete and meaningful. Remember: The 
sentence cannot start with "And", "Or", "But". Instead, use the words like “Furthermore”, 
“Moreover”, “However”, “Alternatively”, “Surprisingly”, “Nevertheless”, etc.


After finishing, read your manuscript (it is helpful to read aloud at first).  Also, it can be useful to 
give your manuscript for internal reviewing to another group member(s). Think on his/her 
comments and, if you find them useful, change your manuscript accordingly.


Figures: 

1) “Final” version of figures have to be prepared using Adobe illustrator


2) All figures have to be prepared in the same style (using the same font size, same line thickness, 
etc.)


3) Figure size:

- for single-column: width = 86 mm

- for double-column: width = 177 mm


3) Colour: RGB


4) Font: 

- Arial

- size=(7…10 pt)

- upper index: baseline shift + 6pt

- lower index: baseline shift - 3 pt


4) Axis: 

- thickness = 0.3-0.5pt, 

- major ticks: length = ca. 1 mm, 

- marks (numbers): font size = 8 pt

- labels (e.g. DOS): font size = 9 pt
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5) Plot-lines:

- thickness = 0.2 - 1 pt

- standard colours: e.g. spin-up states are always red (RGB = 255;0;0), spin-down states are 
always blue (RGB = 0;0;255); do not use colours, which is hard to see on the white background 
(like light yellow, light cyan, etc.)


6) All discussed effects have to be clearly seen.


Theoretical data


1) Structures: 


Files to send: POSCAR, *.cmdx (CrystalMaker), *.ai (Adobe Illustrator)


Note: 

If there is a series of structures: all of them have to be build according to the same rules


2) Charge densities:


Files to send: CHGCAR_diff, *.vesta (VESTA), *.ai (Adobe Illustrator)


Note: 

Possible colour scales: red-white-blue or red-green-blue

Red corresponds to the accumulation of density (positive values); White or green = 0; Blue 
corresponds to the depletion of density (negative values)


3) DOSs, band structures, etc.:


Files to send: 

VASP: vasprun.xml, *.agr (xmgrace) or *.pxp (IgorPro), *.ai

BandUP: *.dat, *.pxp (IgorPro), *.ai


Note:

Always pay attention on the Fermi level!


4) VASP-data:


** dos (or other single-point) calculations:

POSCAR

POTCAR

INCAR

KPOINTS

OSZICAR

OUTCAR

DOSCAR (only in case of dos calculations)

vasprun.xml (only in case of dos calculations)


** band-structure calculations:


POSCAR

POTCAR

INCAR

KPOINTS

OSZICAR

OUTCAR

EIGENVAL

vasprun.xml 


** BandUP calculations:
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step2

step4/plot


Experimental data: 

All experimental data (XRD, Raman-spectroscopy, EDX, XPS, ARPES, etc.), except images, have 
to be treated and presented in Igor Pro. Also the initial version of the figure is prepared in Igor Pro.


Data for every figure (plots):

- copy of the lab-book

- raw data file obtained from the instrument

- ASCII file (e.g. for 2D plot in x,y-format)

- .itx file for Igor Pro

- Igor Pro file with description of the data treatment (use Notebook in Igor Pro to describe the 

procedure)

- .pdf file from Igor Pro

- AI file for the final version


Data for every figure (images):

- copy of the lab-book

- raw data file from the instrument

- treated image (if exists) with a description of the treatment

- AI file for the final version



